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Background
To catalyse chemical reactions, nature has evolved enzymatic cascades. These multistep reactions in living cells are often performed by

multi-enzyme complexes to maintain high local concentrations of intermediates to enhance reaction rates, called substrate channelling. Based on the fact that

natural proteins or nucleic acid-protein interactions can be used as scaffolds for the construction of functional multi-enzyme complexes, artificial scaffolds have

been developed for the construction of multi-enzyme complexes which carry out multi-step enzymatic catalysis processes. However, none of them have

systematically investigated the spatial organisation of the enzymes and its effect on the product(s) released. We are investigating this question using the Molecular

Welding Tool consisting of two small proteins, Jo and In, which spontaneously form an intramolecular isopeptide bond and, incidentally, provide an original means

of orienting enzymes. We exemplified our strategy inspired by two different type of multi-enzymatic organizations; the plant cell wall degrading enzymes complexes

known as cellulosome and a heterologous pathway introduced into Escherichia coli to produce limonene from glucose.
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pathway in Esherichia coli

trGPPS and LS: focus on the specific step of the pathway, 

already some clues for LS fusions.

pTC01 His6-Jo-GPPS  LS (WT) 

pTC02 GPPS-Jo-His6  LS (WT) 

pTC03 His6-In-GPPS  LS (WT) 

pTC04 GPPS-In-His6  LS (WT) 

pTC05 GPPS (WT)  His6-Jo-LS 

pTC06 GPPS (WT)  LS-Jo-His6 

pTC07 GPPS (WT)  His6-In-LS 

pTC08 GPPS (WT)  LS-In-His6 

pTC09 His6-Jo-GPPS His6-In-LS 

pTC10 His6-Jo-GPPS  LS-In-His6 

pTC11 GPPS-Jo-His6  His6-In-LS 

pTC12 GPPS-Jo-His6  LS-In-His6 

pTC13 His6-In-GPPS  His6-Jo-LS 

pTC14 His6-In-GPPS  LS-Jo-His6 

pTC15 GPPS-In-His6  His6-Jo-LS 

pTC16 GPPS-In-His6  LS-Jo-His6 

We have shown that the BMW tool, through a spontaneous covalent association between Jo and In, represents an innovative approach to

associating enzymes of interest in a controlled spatial organisation. Our main objective is to address the spatial proximity of enzymes involved in an enzymatic

cascade and their relationship to their substrate. By analysing our various complexes using robust biophysical approaches, we aim to study the close relationship

between an enzymatic complex and its substrate as closely as possible to what happens in vivo.
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